








[1846-02-21B; a memorandum by Daniel C. Bacon, referred to in the previous letter:] 
             Boston  February 21. 1846 
Wm Howard Morss Esq. Canton,  
absent – Mrsrs Olyphant & Co 
  Gentlemen, 
   The ship “Thomas W. Sears” Prince S. Crowell, Master, will leave 
Boston tomorrow direct for China, and I have given him directions to 
consign the vessel & cargo.   She has on board on owners’ account an 
Invoice of American Drills amounting to about twenty five thousand dollars 
($25.000), the proceeds of which with twelve thousand pounds sterling (say 
£12.000) I wish to have invested in teas, if they can be purchased at such 
prices as to give a fair prospect of yielding a profit to the owners of the ship.   
Below you will please find memo of an assortment of teas, which I think will 
be adapted to this market   viz, 500 chests good sound Congo tea, if to be 
had @ 13 @ 14 taels & 500 chests sound Congo or plain Souchong tea to be 
marked Louchong. – The yellow paper or old fashioned red chests would be 
preferred.   If the chests should be much defaced, it might be well to repaper 
them, if it can be done at small expense; 500 hf chests pain Louchong at the 
same price, & I do not wish to pay any more for half then for whole chests.   
1000 hf chests plain Anki Louchong @ 12 @ 13 taels not rank or sour; a 
light coloured sweet tea is best suited to this market.   1000 ¾ & ½ chests 
of good sound Ningyong, of the old fashioned stamp.   200 half chests & 300 
13lb boxes Cape Souchong tea, if sound & it can be purchased @ 10 @ 11 
taels adding 2 or 3 taels [over page] for the small boxes.   1500 hf chests of 
sound true Country Young Hyson, @ 28 @ 30 taels.   It must be sweet & 
quick flavourd, of light color & not at all mixed.   A few chests may be added 
if of equally good quality & one quarter part of this order may be of superior 
quality at a cost of 2 to 4 taels more, if that difference in quality exists, to be 
marked fine, & matted Young Hyson with a skinny appearance is not 
unsuited to the market, if really sweet & of good intrinsic quality.   Small 
boxes of Young Hyson we do not want.   100 chests & 100 ½ 13lb boxes fine 
sweet Tonkay, marked Hyson, similar to that which came home on the ship 
“Heber” on her last voyage, to cost about 30 taels – 400 12lb boxes & 400 6lb 
boxes Imperial, to be new made, &c. – For Gunpowder & Imperial in half 
chests we have very little demand & do not want them, unless you should 
consider them very cheap & likely to pay well, in which case, you might 
send 100 hf chests of each grade, of sound Teyping kinds say @ 37 @ 40 
taels – 200 chests Hyson Skin, if a good selection can be made, say 100 
chests of really fine sweet tea, @24 taels & 100 chests sound cargo @15 @17 
taels.   The foregoing memo is sent more with a view to give you our ideas of 
such an assortment as is usually adapted to the trade here, than with the 
expectation that you will be able, strictly to follow it.   You are at liberty to 
vary from it as your best judgment may dictate, selecting from those 
descriptions, which may appear to you the most likely to pay the best profit.   
Our present impression is that during the early part of the present [next 



page] season, ships loading at Canton for the United States will be likely to 
take a larger proportion of Green teas than of blacks, & that late in the 
season will be the best time to buy of the latter sort.   You will be governed 
of course by the quantity gone forward of each kind, in making your 
selections, taking most of those which appear to you to be cheapest; what 
we mean by cheapest is those which are likely to pay the greatest profit.   
Should you find in the latter part of the season, that the quantity of black 
teas gone & going forward to the United States is not likely to exceed 70,000 
chests & prices at Canton are within our annexed quotations we think it will 
be safe to invest a considerable portion of our funds in black teas.   The 
consumption in this country for the past two years has evidently much 
increased, particularly of the fancy sorts, such as Ningyong, Oolong, & 
sweet common Anki; of the latter article we have a good opinion, if you can 
get a fair selection of them, of sound quality @12 @13 taels, not old musty 
tea, and scented illegitimate mixtures; we do not want them at any rate.   
You will please use especial care in keeping your selection free from any 
taint of this kind.   Pecco tea of all kinds are not in favor with us – a few 
really extra fine Oolongs, of crispy, light sweet genuine quality @30 @32 
taels in matted half chests might answer.   Cassia in cases & mats will 
answer @$10 or less per picul, provided the export to the United States is 
not larger than usual, & if teas can be obtained at our limits & the balance 
of the ship’s capacity filled up at fair rates, we do not care to have either 
matting or sweetmeats, particularly the latter, but should prefer the freight.   
Should it appear on the arrival of the T. W. Sears at Canton that our [over 
page] expectations concerning that state of things is to be disappointed & 
that teas cannot be obtained at the rates mentioned, nor a freight for the 
ship to be procured home.   You will then advise with Capt. Crowell in 
employing the ship in the most profitable way you can to use up the time, 
should you be obliged to wait through the season for new teas.   Our present 
opinion is that at the time the T. W. Sears arrives in Canton, a cargo of teas 
may be had for her at low rates.   If that proves to be the case, & she can 
have quick despatch in China, we think the chance is she will make a very 
good freight, if nothing more.   The outward cargo you will please dispose of 
at such time as in your opinion will be most advantageous to the owners, 
but we should prefer to have everything closed up before the ship leaves 
China, if it can be done without too much sacrifice.   Should the funds left 
in Canton, by Capt. J. P. Porter, belonging to the owners of the ship Heber, 
in the hands of Mesrs Olyphant & Co be there on her arrival (the arrival of 
the T. W. Sears) we wish to have them come home by the “Sears” in 
preference to any other ship, as we think her superior to most other vessels 
in the China Trade.   You will oblige me by amending Capt. Crowell to send 
home the debenture certificate of the raisins, to enable me to cancel the 
bond at the Custom House. – 
             Respectfully Your Ob’t Serv’t 
               Daniel C. Bacon 
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